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Gratitude
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the
groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer
crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to
display your masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a
wonderful gifted item.

Images of Joy
These 30 whimsical coloring activities are sure to send good vibes your way. These groovy visions are a great way to get happy and radiate
positive energy.

Beginner Collection
More Good Vibes Coloring Book Today I Choose Joy
The Apple Tree is a unique coloring book for children that contains 25 pen-on-hand spacious works of art. It truly is a unique world Freddy
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M.M. has created using thick lines and an intriguing theme of "life around the apple tree."

Good Vibes Coloring Book
This 6 x 9 Choose Joy Anxiety Coloring Book & Journal is great for taking notes, writing, drawing, doodling, or whatever your heart desires.
Matte finished cover, interior has 90 white Journal pages with positive affirmations and 30 Mandala style coloring pages. Makes a great Gift!

Jumping Spider Tea Party Coloring Book
Read the New York Times bestseller that has taken the world by storm In this "charming debut" (People) from one of Sweden's most
successful authors, a grumpy yet loveable man finds his solitary world turned on its head when a boisterous young family moves in next door.
Meet Ove. He's a curmudgeon--the kind of man who points at people he dislikes as if they were burglars caught outside his bedroom window.
He has staunch principles, strict routines, and a short fuse. People call him "the bitter neighbor from hell." But must Ove be bitter just because
he doesn't walk around with a smile plastered to his face all the time? Behind the cranky exterior there is a story and a sadness. So when one
November morning a chatty young couple with two chatty young daughters move in next door and accidentally flatten Ove's mailbox, it is the
lead-in to a comical and heartwarming tale of unkempt cats, unexpected friendship, and the ancient art of backing up a U-Haul. All of which
will change one cranky old man and a local residents' association to their very foundations. A feel-good story in the spirit of The Unlikely
Pilgrimage of Harold Fry and Major Pettigrew's Last Stand, Fredrik Backman's novel about the angry old man next door is a thoughtful
exploration of the profound impact one life has on countless others. "If there was an award for 'Most Charming Book of the Year, ' this first
novel by a Swedish blogger-turned-overnight-sensation would win hands down" (Booklist, starred review).

Symmetricals
Enter a world of creative self-expression with this inspirational coloring book. Inside you ll find dozens of affirming and empowering art
activities that will take you on a meaningful journey of patterning, shading, and coloring. Focused on positive sayings and uplifting quotes,
each vibrantly detailed image offers an easy way to de-stress and unleash your inner artist. Thaneeya McArdle s transcendental art explores
a visual language of shape, form, line, and color. Beautifully colored finished examples are provided, along with a handy guide to basic art
techniques, from patterning and combinations to shading and color theory. This therapeutic coloring book is perfect for decorating with
markers, colored pencils, gel pens, or watercolors. Each design is printed on one side only of archival-grade, acid-free, 200-year paper. Each
perforated page detaches easily for gifting or display."

I'm Pissed Off
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Do you feel depleted of joy? So many of us feel defeated. Depleted. Discouraged. Stuck in a life marked by joyless-ness rather than
joyfulness. Does this sound familiar? We all desire to live a life marked by joy, but the circumstances of life can trip us up and get us off
course at times. Cultivating a Life of Joy will guide you through 8 simple principles for cultivating a life of joy. Why choose joy? Because by
choosing joy, we point to God's power in our lives. By choosing joy, we choose to glorify God. By choosing joy, we shine a light in this dark
world. By choosing joy, we proclaim the overwhelming victory we have in Christ. THAT is why choosing joy is worth it. So let me give you 8
simple ways to cultivate joy in your life.

Symmetrical Universe Adult Coloring Book #2
More Good Vibes Coloring Book Today I Choose Joy
This new kind of mandala coloring book, created by Barbara Evans and Charlotte Evans, holds the intention of loving support within every
page. Coloring for Joy is built around a series of mandala templates, inspiring paintings and positive Key Words. There are also places for
those who love to write and draw, to express their thoughts and feelings. The colors and templates in this book are chosen for their known
association with Love, Peacefulness, Hope and Joy. Coloring the templates will help children of all ages to connect with their own inner
beauty and precious gifts. The purpose is to have fun and feel loved, empowered and supported within the world.

Coloring for Joy
Featuring some of the filthiest swear words imaginable, these beautiful designs are a joy to color. Each swear word is replete with kittens,
puppies, and other annoying baby animals.With many swear words to choose from, there's something for every swearing occassion. This is a
free digital preview of the print edition, and it comes with 10 bonus swears coloring page, so you can download and print copies for yourself
and your friends.Inside, you'll find everything from your typical household swear words to craftier, choicier picks.Simply sit back, relax, and
choose the swear word that connects with you. Then color in the swear word with your choice of color pencil, pen, marker, and/or crayon.The
book includes a downloadable PDF that gives you access to all of the book's designs, so you can print out extra copies and share them with
friends.Inside the book, you'll also find three beautiful animal designs this is a sneak peek from the upcoming coloring book of sneaky
animals.The book also includes a bonus downloadable PDF with 10 extra-filthy swear words, available for free.Copies sell out quickly, so
don't forget to grab your copy today!This is an adult coloring book. We recommend you keep it away from children, no matter how much they
want to pet the sneaky squirrel on the cover.

Today I Choose Joy
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Breathe easy and feel the tension melt away, as you color intricate illustrations of mystical mandalas, enchanting animals, and natural
textures in this this perfectly portable little coloring book.

Cultivating a Life of Joy
Enter a whimsical world of creative self-expression with the Nature Mandalas Coloring Book. Detach yourself from everyday distractions and
unwind with detailed images that will keep you focused and entertained. Each page encourages you to concentrate on coloring and shading
in 50 detailed mandalas. Variety of levels of difficulty - from medium to very intricate One Image Per Page, Each image is printed on blackbacked pages to prevent bleed-through. High-resolution images. A comfortable and convenient 8" x 10" size.

Magical Abstracts Coloring Book
Relax and enjoy a creative approach to gratitude with this beautiful coloring book for adults filled with breathtaking illustrations and
inspirational quotes from writers, hymns, and Scripture. In today's hectic, stress-filled world, taking stock of our blessings and truly
experiencing gratefulness isn't always easy, but this coloring book offers a beautiful and unique way to find moments of peace and quiet to
meditate on gratitude. Each beautifully illustrated page features an original design from one of seven talented artists that illustrates a
corresponding quote. Features include: - Large format 9.75" x 9.75" (25x25cm) pages - 45 single-sided coloring pages - High quality, bright
white paper stock--heavy enough to use pencils, pens, or markers - Quotes from the Bible, hymns, and variety of inspirational writers, such
as Charles Stanley, Henry Ward Beecher, Maya Angelou, Louisa May Alcott, Martin Luther King Jr., Shauna Niequist, Bob Goff, G.K.
Chesterton, Mr. Rogers, and more - A link to the "Gratefulness" playlist to help set the mood for worship, contemplation, creative expression,
and a spirit of gratitude - Illustrations by Holly Camp, Jennifer Tucker, Ann-Margret Hovsepian, Katie Howe, Laura Marshall, Bridget Hurley,
and Radha Carlson--all artists previously featured in the bestselling Whatever Is Lovely and Everything Beautiful This coloring book will take
you on a journey towards deeper gratitude. Whether you are embarking on this journey by yourself or in a group, pick up your favorite art
supplies and color your way to a new understanding of what it means to be truly grateful.

Choose Joy
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the
groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer
crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to
display your masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a
wonderful gifted item.
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Fart Art - Coloring Book
Day Writing Journals the Blank Lined Notebook Writing Journal is ideal Gifts who Love day to day writing Notebooks and Capture Thoughts,
Or for everyone who wish to surprise their favorite relative on holidays or all year long, but have no time. Family life Journals provide gift
ideas for your relatives or loved ones and lets you make your holiday as a memorable one. Creative Taking Notes Journal Explore Your Inner
Gratitude Journaling Perfect Gifts for your Relative on your Favorite Holiday, Father's Day, Mother's Day, Christmas, Birthday, Graduate,
Education, School, Special Occasion and Everyday A Memorable and Thoughtful Funny Design on the Cover 104 pages Blank Lined Paper
Measures 6" x 9" with Softcover Book Binding Black And White Interior Journal Notebook for Women Men Kids Boys Girls Family Childhood,
Youth, Coming Of Age, Death, Loss, Grief, Depression, Family Life, Self Help, Friendship, Love, Marriage, Anniversary, Pregnancy, Spiritual,
Travel, Voyage, School, College, University, Career, Workplace, Working, Office, Divorce, Marriage, Parenting, Parent And Children, Dating,
Relationships, Singlehood, Single Women, Sister, Wedding, Mom, Dad, Grandpa, Grandma, Brother, Aunt, Daughter, Son, Uncle, Cousin
Day Writing Journals provides you year round unique Motivation and Everyday Inspiration Journals, Diaries, Coloring books, Planners,
Picture Books, Sketchbooks, Children Activity Books, Comic, Music and Notebooks that are perfect gifts or your own writings. Get creative
with us Capture Your Thoughts in This Reflective Writing Notebook that makes your day as a memorable one! Get your copy today ”

Incredible Circle Coloring Book for Adults
Embrace gratitude with 10-minute meditations, self-affirmations and simple drawings to color

A Man Called Ove
Do angels really smell like candy? Since we haven't really smelled one, we can think that they do! After all, coloring is an imaginative
experience that lets you see and experience adventures in your mind. When you color, you experiment on colors, lines, shapes and
perspectives. This paves the way for pretend play. Color today!

Fancy Coloring Books
Relax and Create While Being Filled with God's Joy! We have a God-given drive to create. Adding our own touches of beauty to the world is
a fun and fulfilling part of being children of our creator God. Images of Joy is a beautiful and playful book that blends hand-drawn illustrations
with the rich words of Scripture. Each page is a source of inspiration, a gentle tonic for the busyness and complexity of our hectic lives.
Incorporated into each design is a delicate, hand-lettered Bible verse or quote from a hymn that focuses on the joy God provides in our lives,
giving you the opportunity to meditate on his wonders as you color. Grab your colored pencils, crayons, or markers and set yourself free to
create. And when you're done, inspire others by giving away your art or posting it to social media. But most important: Relax, have fun, and
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remember God loves you more than you can even imagine.

Sweary Coloring Book
This adult sweary coloring book was created with love, and a little bit of genuine sass. I am excited to be able to bring it to life and can attest
that I poured my heart and soul into creating every last detail. It features complex, intricately detailed line drawings and fun hand drawn
lettering with snarky phrases specifically chosen to give you a chuckle, making you gasp or even better, visualizing a personal acquaintance
to go with each and every page! See yourself sitting around a table with a small group of your favorite friends while unwinding from the
troubles of the day, exposing your inner raging bitch in the comfort of your own home to those who will love you anyway and completely
understand! So, buy several copies, sharpen your best pencil crayons, chill the wine or brew some tea and get ready to laugh your asses off!
Alternately, if you really need time to detoxify and meditate, Coloring in this book alone, with a glass of wine and a piece of delicious, dark
chocolate is also really great therapy for your nasty, inner smart ass! I hope that coloring in this book will help calm you the fuck down, slap
that fake smile and semi-calm demeanor back on your face for those moments when it really matters, leaving you feeling calm & collected,
ready to face the next asshole at any given moment! PLEASE NOTE: NOT intended FOR CHILDREN :This coloring book is for adults has
been created solely with adult humor in mind. It contains offensive language and insulting phrases for those who like to laugh and appreciate
coloring humorous, offensive sentiments as a way of blowing off steam. Product Details: 30 hilarious & unique hand drawn illustrations Bright
white single-sided pages Large format 8.5" wide x 11" tall pages Elegant matte finish cover Crisp, high resolution, clear lines 30 Sassy Insults
& comebacks Provides hours of stress relief and Anger management!

Choose Joy
2019 Gift Ideas | 200 Images This book contains images from the following books - Animals for Beginners, Flowers for Beginners, Mandalas
for Beginners, and Swirls for Beginners. Relax and discover the joy of coloring with this easy coloring book from bestselling publishing brand,
Jade Summer. Our Beginner Collection coloring book is great for anyone new to coloring and for experienced colorists who want to relax with
something simple. This incredible coloring book is four books in one and has a wonderful variety of easy-to-color designs. Enjoy coloring cute
animals, beautiful flowers, simple mandalas, and delightful swirls! Our coloring pages work with many types of art supplies, so you can color
however you want. This book makes a wonderful gift, especially when combined with a set of colored pencils or markers. Let this book be
your gateway into the relaxing world of coloring. No artistic skills are required to enjoy this book. Always remember that there is no wrong way
to color. The joy of coloring comes from the process of expressing your creativity and by feeling your stress fade away. Why You Will Love
this Book Relaxing Coloring Pages. Every page you color will pull you into a relaxing world where your responsibilities will seem to fade away
Beautiful Illustrations. We've included 200 images for you to express your creativity and make masterpieces. Which colors will you choose for
this book? Single-sided Pages. Every image is placed on its own black-backed page to reduce the bleed-through problem found in other
coloring books. Great for All Skill Levels. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color (even if you are a
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beginner). Makes a Wonderful Gift. Know someone who loves to color? Make them smile by getting them a copy too. You could even color
together! About Jade Summer 100+ Coloring Books. Explore the entire Jade Summer collection and find an amazing book for your next
coloring adventure. As a Jade Summer fan, you have access to books in a variety of popular themes, including animals, mandalas, fantasy,
inspirational, and many more! 6,500+ 5-star Amazon Reviews. Jade Summer is one of the premier coloring book brands and a frequent
bestseller on Amazon. When you buy a Jade Summer coloring book, you know it's a product you'll love. Fun Online Community. Our fun,
friendly, and supportive community on social media is an entertaining way to view completed pages from other Jade Summer fans, meet
other colorists, and share your masterpieces with the world. Buy Now & Relax Scroll to the top of the page and click the Add to Cart button.

Choose Joy
Oh, what a lovely eight-legged tea part! Would you share a pot of tea with these spiders? Make these spiders look cute and pretty so that you
wouldn't get too scared to enjoy the activity. Coloring gives you the power to create images that give you the emotions you need to feel. Just
pause, imagine and then color!

A Random Coloring Book
Fun Gift for Adults and KidsFarting animals are funny!

Angels Smell Like Candy Coloring Book
Magical Abstracts Coloring Book shares 50 fun and unique doodle designs printed on one side of the page for all ages to color. These
abstracts have been organized from simple to more intricate so that you can design your own beautiful pictures from swirling forms,
symmetrical patterns, and other amazing abstract designs. 50 fun and unique abstract designs to inspire the spirit and relax the mind.
Abstract designs have been organized from simple to more intricate so that you can create your own beautiful pictures from swirling forms,
symmetrical patterns, and other amazing abstract designs. Experience greater focus, dedication, and patience that coloring can bring. Slow
down and enjoy the colors and patterns coming to life in front of you. Designs are printed on one side of the page. Doodle Art Alley Books are
so much fun and are perfect for adults and older teens along with younger kids. Coloring isn't just for kids anymore! There is something for
everyone, so take a minute and explore the magic of it all!

The Sweary Coloring Book for Adults
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the
groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer
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crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to
display your masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a
wonderful gifted item.

More Good Vibes Coloring Book Today I Choose Joy
Today, Choose Joy with this lovely creative devotional featuring more than 100 heartfelt devotional readings complemented by unique
coloring elements on quality stock.

More Good Vibes Coloring Book Today I Choose Joy
In this coloring book you'll find over 40 unique and beautiful designs inspired by illuminations, knotwork, stained glass, and mandalas. These
symmetricals offer hours of relaxing, stress-relieving fun and creative expression, and they come in levels of complexity to suit everyone, from
beginners to experienced colorists.

My Bay City and Frankenmuth Sunrise Pedal Trolley Coloring Book
About the book:"You Are Amazing," is a coloring book that teaches good touch vs. bad touch while encouraging self-esteem. In our modern
society, our children need to be educated about and protected from abuse. Children need to understand the proper words for their private
parts and that no one has the right to harm them or make them feel uncomfortable. Even more importantly, they need to recognize that they
have value and can stand up for themselves. The book has fun, creative activities to build self-esteem, increase knowledge and strengthen
bonds with caregivers.

The Apple Tree
GREAT GIFT IDEAS - COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS This incredible Adult Coloring Book by best-selling artist This book is the
perfect way to relieve stress and while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images. Product Details: Printed single sided on bright white
paper Perfect for all coloring mediums High quality paper Large Size format 8.5" x 11.0" pages

Be Positive Coloring Book
Update! There's a new edition of this book printed on black paper. View the new edition at: www.amazon.com/dp/1532700008/ "When I'm
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having a rough day I just color some swear words and I feel better." -- Pam Walton 20 Beautiful Swear Words To Color and Relax Each
Coloring Page is Printed on a Separate Sheet to Avoid Bleed Through Each Design Comes in Two Versions: Black and Grey, 40 Pages in
Total Each Swear Word is Designed with Florals, Paisleys, Mandalas, Swirls, and Motifs Each Coloring Page is Designed for Fun,
Relaxation, and Anti-Stress Therapy Includes a Digital PDF Edition for Unlimited Printing and 10 Bonus Coloring Pages The Variety of Pages
Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level PREVIEW Every Illustration from the Book at www.swearybook.com/secret Receive 4 Bonus
Free Coloring Pages at www.swearybook.com Preview the entire book at www.swearybook.com/secret The Original #1 Bestselling Sweary
Colouring Book! Featuring some of the most inappropriate swear words imaginable, these beautiful designs are a joy to color. Each swear
word is replete with florals, designs, patterns, motifs, paisleys, and mandalas. * 20 Original Sweary Designs * Single-Sided Pages * Includes
Black and Grey Versions * Sized to frame at 8.5 x 11" * Printed on white paper * Includes digital printable edition inside * Includes 10 digital
bonus pages inside With many swear words to choose from, there's something for every swearing occassion. Comes with 10 bonus swears
coloring pages, as well as a digital edition of the book, so you can print extra copies. This is the first book in the Sweary Coloring Book series,
and is perfect for adults who want to destress, relax, or amuse themselves after a long day. Inside, you'll find everything from your typical
household swear words to craftier, choicier picks. Flip the cover of the book on Amazon to see all the words on the back: What's Inside *
Bullshit * Fuck * Piss Off * Asshole * Bitch * Slut * Whore * Cunt * Bastard * Douche * Shit * Damn * Shitballs * Sugartits * Twat Waffle *
Baggy Vag * Piss Flaps * Bollocks * Crap * Fuckwit Simply sit back, relax, and choose the swear word that connects with you. Then color in
the swear word with your choice of color pencil, pen, marker, and/or crayon. TAGS: leafy animals coloring book, leafy animals james
alexander

Choose Joy Creative Devotional
Welcome to the Symmetrical Universe Spaceship and Steampunk coloring book! I hope you enjoy contemplating and coloring these complex
images inspired by science fiction. I drew every image in this book with pen and ink on 14x17 paper. My drawings are all done by hand, using
fine tipped Rapidiograph pens. The way my process works is first I use a ruler and a compass to generate a pencil line grid. Once the grid is
in place I then draw the designs in ink. The images are randomly generated and sometimes change significantly during the process of
creating them. The drawings are created by drawing one symmetrical feature at a time, much like growing a crystal. These drawings are
inspired by my interest in science fiction and machinery. My drawings are also expressions of the inherent beauty found in symmetrical
structures. I began drawing mandalas while attending Indian Springs School in Helena, Alabama in the 1970s. My first mandala drawings
began as simple experiments requiring a few hours to design. This eventually led to the more complex designs which required 80 to 100
hours to complete. Some drawings are abstract geometrical designs. In others, I have tried to incorporate archetypical symbols and shapes
similar to Rorschach patterns which may invoke a variety of conceptualizations to viewers of my artwork. In this book, each section includes
an original drawing which may be too detailed to color. The following pages are all more detailed images of sections of each drawing for you
to enjoy and color. If you are interested in coloring an original drawing in the original size, order a print from www.symmetricaluniverse.com.
To get the most out of this book, I recommend using colored pencils, fine-point markers, or gel pens. Before you color on one of the drawings,
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use the test page on the very last page of this book to test your coloring pencils, pens, and erasers. Check to see if your pencils or pens look
nice on the paper and make sure they don't bleed through to the back. To see more of my drawings, visit my webpage at
www.symmetricaluniverse.com. You may order prints of any of my drawings in a variety of sizes. You may also order my other coloring book
on mandalas and symmetrical designs. Sign up for my newsletter to get updates about new drawings, new coloring books, and a schedule of
my art shows. Thank you for ordering this book. I hope you enjoy it!

Live for Today Coloring Book
Color your way to peace and worship. We live in a busy, hectic world--but what waits for you inside this coloring book for adults is a way to
quiet the noise, express creativity, and spend some sweet time with God. Each page features an original design from one of a dozen different
artists, beautifully illustrating a contemplative quote from an inspirational writer, a beloved hymn, or Scripture. When we create, we echo the
heart of our Creative God who designed everything and gave us the capacity to recognize beauty. So go ahead! You have permission to pick
up your colored pencil and be reminded of truth in a fresh way. To help set the perfect mood for worship, contemplation, and creative
expression, a link to the "Whatever Is Lovely" playlist is included. #WhateverIsLovely This 96 page book includes 45 unique coloring pages.

Whatever Is Lovely
Having a bad day?Do you want to vent out your frustration?For those days that you want to release anger, disappointments, and other
negativities or you simply want to forget and relax or even to kill boredom than have a copy of this adult coloring book. Join many colorists
who have discovered the joy of coloring attractive designs with swear words in it. Join many colorists who have discovered the joy of coloring
attractive designs with swear words on it. Choose from over 50 patterns with the nastiest vulgar words to color. It is a truly wonderful way of
releasing stress!

Feel Good ! a Good Vibes Coloring Book
Take time for yourself and relax with a beautiful collection of flowers,mandalas and positive quotes.40 pages to color,made with love for you.

Adult Coloring Book: Enchanted Garden
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the
groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer
crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to
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display your masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a
wonderful gifted item.

More Good Vibes Coloring Book Today I Choose Joy
This is my second book about this unique Bay City, MI attraction: Sunrise Pedal Trolley. They have expanded now they have one in
Frankenmuth , MI and soon comings to Midland, MI. Adult coloring books are all the rage now. I decided to do one about Sunrise Pedal
Trolley. I hope you enjoy coloring this unique Mid-Michigan treasure. If in the Mid-Michigan area you can visit Sunrise Pedal Trolley at 401
Washington Ave., Bay City, MI and 566 Main St., Frankenmuth , MI. http://sunrisepedaltrolley.com, (989) 391-9028. Thanks for looking and
enjoy coloring your own Sunrise Pedal Trolley. Thanks , Patrick B. Humphreys.

Corporate Cliches
Over 30 Garden Images for Your Coloring Delight!Enter the beautiful and magical world of garden coloring. These beautiful and creative
patterns will inspire you to create your own, unique images. Specifically designed for colorists Hobby Habitat's books offer an escape from
everyday's stress and problems to a world full of inspiration and relaxation.Here are some of the features of our Garden Coloring Book: 32
BEAUTIFUL, INTRICATE garden coloring patterns! HIGH resolution images! ONE PATTERN - ONE PAGE print so your colors won't run into
the next page! LARGE 8x10" print so you can really get those fine details! PERFECT for stress relief! HOURS of coloring fun! Design
complexity ranges from novice to coloring expert! Discover the artist in you and relax after hard day's work with Hobby Habitat's adult coloring
books!

Color Relax Coloring Book
A Beautiful Premium cover design, Perfect for giftBeautiful Artwork and Designs. Well-crafted illustrations and designs that lay the
groundwork for you to create your own frame-worthy masterpieces.High Resolution Printing. Each image is printed in high resolution to offer
crisp, sharp designs that enable trouble free coloring and high-quality display.Single-sided Pages. Every image is printed on a single-sided
page, so that you can use a broad variety of coloring choices without fearing bleed through. Moreover, single-side pages can be framed to
display your masterpieces.Professional design. Premium glossy cover design, large 8.5 "x 11" format.A Great Gift. Coloring books make a
wonderful gifted item.

You Are Amazing
Adult Coloring Book Unique Designs to Color! COLOURING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPS BEST GIFT IDEAS !!!!!!!!!!! This incredible adult
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coloring book by best-selling artist is the perfect way to relieve stress and aid relaxation while enjoying beautiful and highly detailed images.
Each coloring page will transport you into a world of your own while your responsibilities will seem to fade away Use Any of Your Favorite
Tools Including colored pencils, pens, and fine-tipped markers. One Image Per Page Each image is printed on black-backed pages to prevent
bleed-through. Display Your Artwork You can display your artwork with a standard 8.5" x 11" frame. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise that
special someone in your life and make them smile. Buy two copies and enjoy coloring together. Buy Now, Coloring, and Relax Scroll to the
top of the page and click the buy button.

Choose Joy Asshole
Note: this is a 5.5" x 8.5" (13.97 x 21.59 cm) size coloring book, similar to A5 padfolio size; perfect for purses, briefcases, backpacks. "Take it
offline," "Let's get the ball rolling," "Ping me," and of course, "synergy." These are just some of the worst clich s that have come out of
corporate America. It's a known fact that prolonged exposure to these office sayings can lead to increased eye-rolling, annoyance and strain
of the facial muscles from too much fake smiling when hearing these from your manager. To combat this, we've created this corporate
clich s adult coloring book as much needed stress therapy; a fun, passive-aggressive way to take out your angst against these ridiculous
office sayings that have taken over your meetings, memos and emails from your company's higher ups. We've taken 19 of the most annoying
corporate clich s and translated them into hilarious, literal translations that you can color and poke fun at. Most are even workplace friendly
so you can hang them on your wall without your manager giving you the stink eye (well, depending on where you work hmmm time for the
disclaimer: we make no promises on whether you'll get the stink eye if you pin pages of this book to your office / cubicle wall, so you assume
the risk on that!). ***Benefits*** -We've taken 19 of the most ridiculous corporate clich s that have ended up on top business publications'
"must stop using list" and translated them into hilarious, literal representations. -5.5" x 8.5" (13.97 x 21.59 cm) similar to A5 padfolio size;
perfect for purses, briefcases, backpacks. -The perfect birthday, stocking stuffer, white elephant, secret Santa, gift for a co-worker, friend or
loved one who has to suffer thru these clich s on a daily basis. -Studies have shown that adult coloring books are perfect stress therapy. We
even consulted with a few therapists who confirmed this. And let's face it, hearing corporate clich s over and over is not fun! But what is fun
is poking fun at them in a passive-aggressive way that can relieve stress! -Unlike most coloring books, each illustration is a carefully crafted
theme, tied to a specific clich and not simply random patterns. -Coloring book images are only on one side of the page (we didn't double
dip!). -But not to waste the space, we put some fun stuff on the reverse side of each page: a corporate-speak definition, fun trivia and a
hashtag on so you can post pictures of your artwork on social media. -We even included a fun all-occasion gift checklist inside the cover so
you don't have to buy a separate gift card. You can be cheap and environmentally friendly at the same time!
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